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Monthly Virtual Meeting 
December 2023



Agenda

● Welcome and Introductions
● Upcoming Events & Activities
● Spoke Membership Information
● Andrew Kilianski, Ph.D., ARPA-H Program Manager
● Q & A Session



Upcoming Events



Spoke Members, Submit Your Event



Spoke Application

Who Can Apply?

The opportunity to apply to become a spoke is open to all institutions/organizations with 
strengths that align with the ARPA-H research focus areas:

● Health Science Futures: Expanding what is technically possible
● Proactive Health: Keeping people from being patients
● Scalable Solutions: Reaching everyone quickly
● Resilient Systems: Building integrated healthcare systems



Spoke Benefits

Spokes are eligible to apply 
for funding to support 
Investor Catalyst activities, 
projects, immersive 
experiences, and initiatives. 

Spokes are able to use 
flexible contracting 
vehicles resulting in award 
execution significantly 
faster than traditional 
government contracts. 

Spoke membership 
provides networking 
opportunities with 
consortium members 
(industry, academia, 
nonprofits, and other health 
ecosystem stakeholders), 
government (ARPA-H and 
other federal agencies) and 
other strategic stakeholders 
at annual membership 
meetings, conferences, and 
forums. 

Spokes have opportunities 
to provide feedback and 
input into ARPA-H 
challenge areas, problem 
identification, and priorities. 

Spokes will also be able to 
access and contribute to an 
open library of resources 
and public goods that draw 
on the insights from 
ARPANET-H activities.



Frequently Asked Questions

● If an organization becomes a member of the IC 
Hub, does that have any bearing on their 
potential ability to apply for or receive funding 
through ARPA-H funding programs or BAAs?

● What are the programs we can get involved in 
through the Investor Catalyst Hub and when will 
they be announced? 



ARPANET-H 2024 Activities

1. R&D Funding Opportunities: ARPA-H funding opportunities issued through the hub.
2. Network Activations: ARPA-H crowdsources feedback on problems or questions by drawing on the skills and reach of the network. 
This feedback helps shape possible funding opportunities.
3. Network Events: Interact with ARPA-H Program Managers to learn about our research priorities, engage with other network 
members—both virtually and in-person—and participate in other programming.



Contact Us

Facebook: @investorcatalysthub
Twitter (X): @invcatalysthub
LinkedIn: @investorcatalysthub
Instagram: @investorcatalysthub

Follow us on social!

Email us at arpa-h-ic-hub@venturewell.org

Visit us at https://investorcatalysthub.org

mailto:investorcatalysthub@venturewell.org
https://investorcatalysthub.org/


The ARPA-H Model:
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Antigens Predicted for Broad Viral 
Efficacy through Computational 
Experimentation (APECx)
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Mission

Accelerate better 
health outcomes 
for everyone.



President Biden’s Vision
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“ ARPA-H will pursue ideas that break 
the mold on how we normally support 
fundamental research and commercial 
products in this country.”

“ Ideas so audacious that people say they 
just might work only if, only if, we could 
try. Well, we’re about to try in a big way.”

 — President Biden Remarks, March 18, 2022

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2022/03/18/remarks-by-president-biden-before-a-discussion-with-researchers-and-patients-on-advanced-research-project-agency-for-health-arpa-h/
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12ARPA-H Health 
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Healthcare
Providers

NGOs

Private
Investors

Federal Partners:
FDA, CMS, HRSA, et al

NIH

The Public

Patient 
Groups

Academia

Industry

PERFORMERS

CUSTOMERS

STAKEHOLDERS

(and many others …)
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Initial Mission Focus Areas

Health Science 
Futures
Expanding what’s 
technically possible

Accelerate advances across 
research areas and remove 
limitations that stymie progress 
towards solutions. These tools 
and platforms apply to a broad 
range of diseases.

Resilient Systems
Building integrated 
healthcare systems

Develop capabilities, 
business models, 
and integrations to endure crises 
such as pandemics, 
social disruption, and economic 
instability. Resilient systems need 
to sustain themselves between 
crises—from the molecular to 
the societal—to better achieve 
outcomes that advance American 
health and wellbeing.

Proactive Health
Keeping people from 
being patients

Preventative programs will 
create new capabilities to 
detect and characterize disease 
risk and promote treatments 
and behaviors to anticipate 
threats to Americans’ health, 
whether those are viral, 
bacterial, chemical, physical, 
or psychological.

Scalable Solutions
Reaching everyone quickly

Address health challenges 
that include geography, 
distribution, manufacturing, 
data and information, and 
economies of scale to create 
programs that result in 
impactful, timely, and equitable 
solutions.

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited



ARPA-H Model: Support and Evaluation

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited
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Support
ARPA-H will provide contracts – not grants – for projects with well-defined 
endpoints. Additional support will be provided by Program Managers, partners, 
and ARPA-H offices to ensure the best chance of success throughout the process.

Performance
Contract performance will be regularly evaluated 
to allow ARPA-H to concentrate resources on the 
most effective approaches to reaching the desired 
goals. Valuable lessons are learned and shared 
from each project.

Performer

Performer

Performer



Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited
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Focus Areas
Unlock new ways to collaborate and attack problems

Health Science Futures
Expand What’s Technically Possible
Develop approaches that bring radically new insights and paradigms. These innovative tools, 
technologies, and platforms can apply to a broad range of diseases that affect large populations, 
rare diseases, or diseases with limited treatment options.

Examples include:
• Novel molecular platform approaches
⎯ Modulation of host systems
⎯ Delivery to targets with spatial and temporal precision
⎯ Mitigation of off-target effects to accelerate interventions

• Approaches to accelerate mammalian and microbial cellular engineering to enable next generation therapeutic applications
• Interventions that target and reverse disease pathogenesis or enhance plasticity to address degenerative diseases
• Advances in genetic, cellular, tissue, and organ replacement therapies
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First Programs Launch!

Program Overview Program Overview

NITRO aims to deliver: 

Joints with the ability to heal themselves

PSI aims to deliver:

"One and done" surgeries for cancers and other pathologies

PSI: Precision Surgical InterventionsNITRO: Novel Innovations for Tissue Regeneration in Osteoarthritis

VISION: Eradicate osteoarthritis (OA) through 
targeted, regenerative therapeutics that will 
revolutionize the care algorithm, prevent pain, 
decrease the economic burden, and eliminate the 
need for repeat joint surgery with equitable access 
for all Americans.

Technology focus areas

• Needle-based and/or non-invasive bone 
regeneration

• Needle-based and/or non-invasive cartilage 
regeneration

• Replacement joints built from human cells

• Requires clinical trial that enrolls a diverse patient 
cohort that reflects disease incidence across 
demographics

Status: Abstracts complete, final proposals invited

Develop novel precision detection and 
visualization tools that let surgeons 
detect tumor margins and anatomical 
structures during surgery, ensuring surgeons 
remove all of the cancer the first 
time without inadvertent injury—preventing 
further surgeries and saving patient lives.

Technology focus areas

• Devices, dyes, and algorithms to assess 
tumor edges during surgery

• Devices, dyes, and algorithms to visualize 
critical anatomical structures during 
surgery

Status: Program Announced on July 27th

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited



Resilient, Extended, and Automated 
Cellular Therapies (REACT)
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What if your body could make its
own medicine?  

Vision: Develop a platform that enables patients to easily manage chronic 
diseases: an implanted Living Pharmacy, controlled by the patient, would 
automatically produce therapies long-term; an implanted Living Sentinel would 
inform the patient of the state of their disease

Technology focus areas:
• Resilient cellular factories that produce therapy on demand from inside the 

body
• Bioelectronic devices to control the cellular factories
• Sentinel cells that track hormones or cytokines
• Improved encapsulation to protect the device from the immune system

Link to 
REACT 

webpage

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

Dr. Paul Sheehan,
Program Manager
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Dr. Andy Kilianski,
Program Manager

Antigens Predicted for Broad Viral Efficacy 
through Computational Experimentation (APECx)

Vision: Develop the toolkit that makes broadly 
effective and evolution-resistant vaccines 
against viral pathogens possible for all. 

Approach: Harness cutting-edge 
computational methods alongside 
unprecedented scales of biochemical and 
immunological data.

Why ARPA-H?  Create a fast-track vaccine 
development pipeline that'll neutralize whole 
classes of viruses using groundbreaking tools 
not yet to be applied in vaccine R&D.

Technology Focus Areas
1. High-throughput 

biochemical analysis and 
protein function 
engineering

2. Antigen design and 
modeling pipelines for 
vaccine development

3. Proof-of-concept 
translational candidate 
development and clinical 
trials What if we could eliminate viruses as 

current and future health threats?

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

Link to 
APECx

webpage



What if Vaccines Worked Against Multiple Viruses?

APECx Teams Targeting Genus-Level Efficacy – aiming to take virus threats off the table

Genus #1

Genus #2

Genus #3

Genus #4

…while building the 
toolkit to target all 

viruses with 
computationally 

designed antigens

19

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited
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The APECx Approach

HT: High-throughput, Mo: Months, IND: Investigational new drug, TA: Technical Area

Phase II (24mo)Phase I (36mo)

HT Analysis (TA1)

Model Development 
(TA2) 

Translation (TA3)

Phase I Clinical
• Complete IND-enabling 

studies & Phase I Clinical 
Trials

Survive in the Wild
• Phase II Clinical Trials
• Accelerated approval 

pathway identified

Toolkit Development and Proof-of-Concept Technology Demonstration

Toolkit Evaluation 
(A separate TA2-

only Team) 

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited



TA3, TranslationTA1, HT Analysis
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APECx Program Structure

TA2, Computational
High-throughput 

Biochemical Analysis and 
Protein Engineering

Protein Modeling 
Pipelines for Antigen 

Development

Experimental 
Structures

AlphaFold2, 
RoseTTAFold,

ESMFold

Deep Learning
Gen AI, Language 

model

Discovery Toolkit Development 
‘TA2 Only’ performers

Translational Candidate 
Development and 

Clinical Trials

Platform 
Manufacturing/ 

Regulatory
Vaccine Delivery 

Technology

Single B-cell, ex vivo immune 
systems, animal models 

Technology Technology Technology

Predictive 
Immunology/ 
Translational 

Efficacy

HT Functional 
Analysis/ Immune 

Readout

Epitope 
MappingNextGen

Sequencing

Data repository Design pipeline Automatic data curation

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

HT: High-throughput, AI: Artificial Intelligence, TA: Technical Area



APECx Phase 1 (36 mo) APECx Phase 2 (24 mo)
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APECx Execution

TA3: Antigenic target 
development

TA1: Accumulated quality 
structures and high-
throughput readouts

TA2: Translational toolkit 
at hand

TA3: Clinical trial 
execution

TA2: Tool development and 
chimeric Ag design

• Technology transfer to CMO 
partner

• Regulatory interactions and 
feedback received

• Dose regimen, frequency, and 
durability of responses

TA1
TA2
TA3

Team A

TA1
TA2
TA3

Team E

TA1
TA2
TA3

Team C

TA1
TA2
TA3

Team B

Build 
model

Validate

POC: Proof of concept, CMO: Contract manufacturing organization

TA1
TA2
TA3

Team C
TA1
TA2
TA3

Team A

TA3: POC data generation 
and down-selection

TA2: Improve model 
accuracy via training data

TA1: Structural validation 
and epitope mapping

TA1: Chimeric Ag, High-
throughput biochemical 

analysis

Repeat

TA2 
only

Team D

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited



Submission Timelines and Feedback
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Today

Poster/Teaming 
Session

Sidebar Session

Abstract Due

4 Page Abstract

Feedback Letter 
and Invitation for 

Full Proposal

Please do NOT submit 
full proposal if not 

selected 

Full Proposals 
Due

Program Kick-off

Important Dates to Remember

Nov. 17, 
2023

Dec. 15, 
2023

Dec. 22, 
2023

Feb. 16, 
2024

March 
2024
(est)

Q3 FY24 
(est)

Notice of Award

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited
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APECx Execution

Survive in the 
Wild

• Phase II Clinical Trials
• Accelerated approval 

pathway identified

Phase I Clinical

Survive in the 
Wild

• Accelerated vaccine 
development toolkit

Model 
Development 

(TA2) 

Toolkit Evaluation 
(TA2 exclusive team) 

HT Analysis (TA1) Translation (TA3)

Teams will 
submit to TA1-3 

or TA2 only

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

HT: High-throughput, TA: Technical Area



Impact of APECx:
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AI: Artificial Intelligence, ML: Machine learning, USG: United States Government

To a future without viral disease burden

Protection from all known and unknown viruses: 

• Long-lasting genus-level vaccines for 
multiple viral diseases (cancer, autoimmune 
diseases, neurological diseases, acute disease, 
and chronic illness). 

• Decrease in the disease burden experienced 
by patients, healthcare providers, and the 
overall economy.

Accelerated by AI/ML-aided Biologics Design:

• A toolkit/pipeline for on-demand MCM 
design.

• Manufacturability and efficacy built-in from the 
design stage. 

• Reduced time and cost for development.

Viral burdens of today...

Over 270 viruses infect humans:

• Less than 10% of human viruses have vaccines 
regularly used in the U.S.

• The few broadly-effective vaccines that are 
available are inadequate.

Current Vaccine Development Workflow:

• Vaccine development relies on previous 
experimental data to inform target selection and is 
not always accurate.

• The average vaccine development time is > 10 
years, costing ~ $1B USD.

Approved for Public Release: Distribution Unlimited

B: Billion, MCM: Medical Countermeasure, AI: Artificial Intelligence, ML: Machine Learning


